Modeling neuropsychiatric disorders using human induced pluripotent stem cells.
Neuropsychiatric disorders are complex disorders characterized by heterogeneous genetic variations, variable symptoms, and widespread changes in anatomical pathology. In the context of neuropsychiatric disorders, limited access to relevant tissue types presents challenges for understanding disease etiology and developing effective treatments. Induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) reprogrammed from patient somatic cells offer an opportunity to recapitulate disease development in relevant cell types, and they provide novel approaches for understanding disease mechanisms and for development of effective treatments. Here we review recent progress and challenges in differentiation paradigms for generating disease-relevant cells and recent studies of neuropsychiatric disorders using human pluripotent stem cell (hPSC) models where cellular phenotypes linked to disease have been reported. The use of iPSC-based disease models holds great promise for understanding disease mechanisms and supporting discovery of effective treatments.